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ABSTRACT

During Morld War II, Los :,lamos, New Uexico waa established as an

ideal location for the secrecy and safety needed for the research and

development required to design a nuclear fission bomb. ExperinMnt3 carried

out in the 1940s generated both radioactive and hazardous waste constituents

on what is presently part of the Los Alamos tounsite. Under the RCRA permit

issued to Los A?.amos National Laboratory in 1990, the ?.aboratory is

scheduled for investigation o!? its solid waste m~nag~mcnt ‘Jnits (SMUUS) .

The existing in~omati~n on levels of radioactivity on the townaite is

principally data from Goil samples taken during the last site

decontamination in 1976; little + ~rmatian on the pres?nce of hazardous

constituents exists today. Th.s ~Jper addresses pathway analysis and a

preliminary risk asaeasmnt ror c1 rrent residen?s of the Los Alamo3

townsite. The estimated dose le-#els, in mrem P!?Kyear, show that the

previously decontaminated SWMJ

contribute a radiation nose of

XW?RODUCTION

3uring the initial :,taqe

Alamos, New Mexico waq iclent.if,

areas on the Los Alam~,s Townsite wLL1 not

any concern to the current regidents.



established or.an isolated, remote site &ep within the sparsely populated

state of New Mexico.

With the exception of ;lighexplosives research and development, the

majority of the theoretical and technical work accomplished at the

Laboratory from 1943-1954 wa~ conducted at TA-1. The Laboratory’a initial

bench-scale physical and chemical experiments involving plutonium, uranium

and other radionuclidea were almost exclusively conducted at TA-I. During

the early years of the Laboratory, purification and processing operations

for 235U and 239Pu also were Perfomd at TA-1. These activities generated

considerable radioactive and hazardous waste prcducts. In addition,

machining and fabrication operations, as well aa general non-radiclc:ive

chemistry and physics laboratory work, produced hazardaua waate

constituents.

From 1954 to 1965, TA-1 operations steadily decreased as the

operations gradually were relocated tcrnewly constructed techn’cal areas.

By 1965, all but one of the original Laboratory technical structures erected

aL TA-1 had tmen dismantled and removed. The Los Alamos Community Building

occupies the only remaining, unchanged structure from the former TA-1

Laborato~y. Decmmnissioned TA-1 property was transferred to Los Alarrkx

County and to private ownership for residential, conznercial, and

recreational development.

Since the last deco missioning and decontamination activities ended in

1976, construction activity in the former TA-1 area of the Los Alamos

cmnnunity has not cea3ed. Residential builciinqs have been built at the

westerr portion of :he par:el, while c~rmerckal And municipal bull.dLnqs have

been esr.ablished along born sides of ?h@ town”s main ea~t-we~t thoroughfare,

7rLnity arive. Ail resL4enr.Lal buildings are multiple-unit. ctwellinqs

Consisr.inq ~f privar.-ly-nwned ~:r)ndaminium.~or rented t~wnhouse.1. Much

landscaping has beer completed around the residential unir.s. In qeneral,

flnrmnercia;propertioq have mnr? pavinq (fnr parkinq) and Irnss land~capinq

?t.~n r~sirienrinl huiLdinq~



University of California for op?rating the Laboratory. Additionally,

March 8, 1990, the EPA fgsued a Hazardous and Solid Waste Armmdment9

Hodule, effective on by 23, 1930, co the RCRA operating permit. The

140dule mandates procedural require~nts for assessing and remedlating

on

HSWA)

HSWA

sites

that met the definition of solid waste management units (SWMUS) . The

Module stipulates that corrective actions investigation be taken for any

potential releases at any SWMU at the Laboratory “regardles~ of the tinw at

which the waate was placed in such unit.” The EPA further identified and

prioritized all SWFIUs for which the Laboratory must take actior, to verify

and determine the nature and extent of releases of hazardoua constituents or

waste. SMS located within TA-1 were identified by their proximity to

fonmr Mboratory buildings in which the stolage or handling of radioactive

or hazardous materials waa suspected to have occurred, or by their proxiruty

to fornwr septic tanks, drain lines, or liquid wnate lines that may have

carried radioactive and chemical waste to outfalla located at the rim ~f Los

Alamos Canyon. Thus, SWUUS are associated with fornn?rTA-1 structures and

have no bearing to structures currently occupying the TA-1 area where they

are located (Figure 1). During the deconnnissioning and decontamination

activities of the mia-1970s, many of the areas where TA-1 SWMUs are located

were sampled for radionuclide presence in soils. Although the sampled areas

wera deemd clean at the timr, no surveys or analyses were done to determine

whether hazardous chemical constituents may have been present in the

remaininq soils.

EWVIRO~NThL SBTTING

Tha TA-1 area is lncat.eclar an mlevatinn of approximately 7,000 f?, nn

the western portion of New Mexico’s Pajarito ?laceau, at a point. rouqhiy onc

r.birdof the dis?.ante betweer, the risinq of the Jemez Flr)unt.sinsto the wes?

ancIthe White Rock Canyon nf r.heRio Granrie LO the mast . TA-1 i: underlaid

hy approxlmat.ely 800 f?.,~f vo;cflnic a~h bed;r)ck formation, the B~ndelier

Tuff. The r~qinnal aquifer lio~ a~ a rh?pt,hof ilppr(JXiIIIAr~ly 1,;!’)0 f! . blow

?h~ to~) nf ?h~ mesaa on which ?ho l,ahnrntnry is built.,



TA-1 currently straddles the Laboratory’s boundary. The Wsa top

portion of TA-I lies outside the Laboratory’s boundary while the canyon

walla portion (down to the bottom of Los Alamos Canyon) is within the

Laboratory’s boundary. A portion of the present Log Alamos townsite’s

eastern sector currently encompasses the approximately 50 acre area formerly

occupied by TA-1.

Los Alamos Cccnty has a semiarid, temperate mountain climate. Strong

winds occur predominantly in the spring. The prevalent wind direction,

especially for strong winds, is south-southwest. Los Alamos precipitation

ia typical for a semiarid climate. It receives a normal annual

precipitation, including rainfall and water-equivalent snowfall, of 18

inches . Aa ia characteristic for semiarid climatic regions, actual

precipitation from year to year varies considerably. Annual precipitation

extremes range from 6.8 to 30.3 in. over a 69-year period (1). Brief,

intense thunderstorms during July and Augu~t account for forty percent of

the area’s annual precipitation. These sumner storm events are associated

with significant run-off of surface water. Incidence of brief, intens~

precipitation events ensure that surface erosion and transport via s~rface

water run-off are primary nmchanisms for transport of soil contaminant at

TA-1 .

Soils in the vicinity of TA-1 are loamy, mixed, fiqid Lithic

Ustorthent (Pogna series) (2). In general, the Pogna series consists of

shallow well-drained soils that forwd in material weathered from tuff on

gently to strongly slopinq mesa tops. The available water capacity of this

moderately rapid permeable soil is low, and the effective rootinq depth is

relat~vely shallow at 7.9-19.7 inches. Runoff i~ medium, and there is a

moderate water erosion. The slopes between the mesa tops and canyon bottoms

pr im~rilv con~l~!. C)f ~~.@2Q2pr,)f:koutcrop in?.errrrixedwi?.h shallow patches of

snils,



concentrated in drainages, and deposit downstream. It is expected that,

during the 26 years since the last technical building was demolished at TA-

1, significant removal of Contaminant from TA-1 by surface water run-off

has occurred. TA-1 contaminants might be transported into sub!i!urface soils

and the vadoae zone and slluvial aquifera at the bottom of Los Alamos Canyon

via the ~chanism of surface water infiltration.

During sununer thunderstorms and spring anowmlt, run-off flow9 into an

ephewral stream below TA-1 in Los Alamos Canyon. Sumner storm run-off

achieves maximum discharge in less than 2 hours but generally lasts less

than 24 hours (3). This high discharge rate can :ran~por’t large masses of

suspended and bed sediments for considerable distances possibly including

the entire sLream length.

Laboratory studies indicate infiltration of water into the tuff

bedrock is not a significant mechanism for the movement of contaminants on

the rwsa tops occupied by Laboratory facilities (4). These studies have

shown that even the prolonged presence of a water source on the mesa top

(which is not the case at TA-1) produces only a limited transfer of moisture

to or thro~!gh the tuff. Strong evaporative potential associated with t!lc

semi-arid climate paired with transpiration in vegetated areas leads to

rapid removal of water from soils and upper tuff.

The Laboratory’s environmental surveillance proqxam inclades several

hundred staticns monitoring various media (5). Regional stations located

within 50 miles of the Laboratory determine conditions beyond the range of

potential influence from Laboratory operations. Perimeter stations located

CLC3C: t’?L.abcra:cry bGGZddr~CZ arc ~~cd tc Cozfirw. that any releases bcyazd

the Laboratory boundary remain minimal. On-site stations monitor the effect

~f releases close to the quurce.



their geological characteristics and land-use scenarios. For risk

asgess~nt analyses and sampling strategy plans, the mesa top and canyon

wall claasificationa lead to two distinct conceptual models. When defining

the types of releaae =chanisms from primary sources of contaminants, SW?4US

fall into four releaae and transport categories:

“ Surf8cm contamination ●r9m8 on -as tops include SWMUS
co~rised of contaminated surface soils resulting from
contaminated building structures, so~id waste leaching, and
inadvertent surface liquid waate leaka OK spills of limited
Volunn?. Surface sr?ilsmay be contaminated from past
operations, including spills, overflows, stack emissions,
windblown dust releaaes and similar processes.

“ Submmfac9 liquid -Lmasos on n-a tops include SWMUS
having areas contaminated by past releasea from leaka of
buried septic tanks and waste lines. Thege area9 are
diffusely located, relatively shallow in depth, and unlikely
to have high concent.rationa of contaminants.

“ Solid wastm dimp>sal on camgom w8118 include SWMUS
predominantly comprised of exposed rubble and soils that were
bulldozed or dumped over the canyon wall during demolition of
TA-1 buildings.

“ Liquid rohamas on canyon walls occurred directly over
the edge of Las Alamos Canyon during the years of TA-1’s
active operation. Liquid releases include wastes from
laundry facilities, ssnitary sewer lines, cooling tower drains
and storm drains. Scils and tuff outcrops at the site of the
outfalls and along the canyon wall may be contaminated.

Potential human exposure to residual contarninanta may result from six

release and transport mechanisms that are relevant for TA-1:

m atmospheric dispersion,

● surface water run-off,

9 infiltration and miqraticn in the vadose zone,

● ero9ion,

. external exposure ‘,nradiation,, afld

● direc:t.contact. ,

Reca’~se tho reqiondl aquifer and the sllrface of ttiemesa on which TA-1 lies

arc separated hy approximately 1,250 ft. of Banclclicr Tuff and underlying



contaminants to ground water. Therefore, gzound water ig not considered a

viable pathway for dissemination of contaminant at ‘TA-l.

AS8pMric DL~r8ion Pathway. Contamination of surface rtoils at TA-I

has occurred through either intentional or inadvertent release of solid or

liquid wastes onto msa top or hillside soils. Surface soils constitute a

major source of contaminants that may now be suspended and redeposited

through airborne dispersion. For the nmssa tops, however, most soil

contamination events occurred almost 40 years ago. As a result of

subsequent &contamination and decommissioning activities in the 1960s and

1970s, these contaminated soils may now be under several feet nf clean fill.

Release mechanisms from sediments would include anthropogenic

activities, such as construction or gardening. Canyon wall contamination ia

also the result of past exposures, but chemical releases from mesa top

activities onto the hillside areas would have been deposited onto soils that

have been undisturbed by human activities. Demolition debris, possibly

containing contaminants, was dumped over the edge of the mesa rim, or was

bulldozed over the rim during deconwnissioriingof the former TA-1 buildings.

Therefore, radionuclides and chemical constituents could have directly

contaminated bedrock, soils on small hillside bench areas, or could be

present a~ exposed rubble. The atmospheric dispersion pathway for

contaminant release on canyon walls is resuspension of exposed soils and

rubble surface dusts.

Surfac@ Watsr Run-off Pathway. Surface water run-off events generate

water flow at the foot of the TA-1 hillside along portions of Los Alamos

Canyon. Although sumner run-off events msy be particularly heavy, surface

water from upper Los Alamos Canyon reaches the R!o Grande less frequently

than once per year (3). Snobrmelt causing s~ring run-c)ffcan last long

enouqh to saturate the canyon bottom and support flow along the entire

length of the canyon. Thus, ~pring run-off may contribute an important

pathway for off-site transpvrt of potential TA-1 contaminants..

Sedlrwnt transport by surfacu water run-off is dependent upon soil

propert ies and waler velocity. Transported soils include L.;IC)SUsuspended in

wa?e; as well as heavier parf ivlefimoved by the force of the water alnnq t.hc



bed of the drainage. The quantity of contaminants transported is dependent

on physical and chemical properties of both soil and contaminant.

Contaminant that may have been originally releaged onto the nesa top and

hillside soils may chemically bind to and be transported with soil

particles. The silt-clay fraction of soil often enhances contaminant

retention because of the mineralogy and the higher specific surface area of

the small clay particles. Once detached from the soil, silt-clay sediments

are readily transported in suspension; thus surface water run-off is n

efficient contaminant transpcrt mode. Flovemnt with sediment ia the primary

mode of surface water transport in the semiarid ecosystem of Los Alamos for

insoluble contaminant such as uranium and plutonium (6,7,8) .

Iafiltrmtiom ●nd Vadomm Zoaa Migratioa Pathway. Liqaid-pha~e

migration of either precipitation or liquid wastes releaaea in the vadose

zone is highly unlikely in Bandelier Tuff. Thus, while some migration into

the tv:sfmay have occurred 30 years ago when liquid wastes were origin~lly

released, such migration would stop soon thereafter becauae of the lack of

significant recharge and great thickness of the vadose zone (4).

kOSiOa Pathway. On the PaJarito Plateau, long-term exposure of

subsurface contaminated soils or buried wastes !.sdependent on two major

mechanisms: 1) loss of surface soil cover via wind and water erosion and; ?)

mass-wasting of canyon walls. The3e mechanisms might expose contaminated

surface soils, or wastes from the canyon side, that could then be dispersed

into the environment by atmospheric dispersion or surface water runoff.

Ua9s-wa3ting, or cliff retreat, of canyon ualls is a very long-term process.

Several 600- to 800-year-old prehistoric Indian cav~ dwellings continue to

exi~t in the mesa walls cf the Pa]arito Plateau indicating the tremendous

time Bcale for this event.

E%tamal &pomJ:Q ●ad Dir-et Coatact. Altllcugh not strictly release

or transport pathwayg, external exposure to radiation ancldirect contact ala

included ~s potential exposure pathways to human receptors. Exposure to

potential contamination may be dependent on external penetrating radiation

from exposed contaminated surfaces, absorption through inhalation or

ingestion, or dermal absorption of hazardous chemical constituents or

tritium from potentially contaminated surface soils, tuff, or rubble.



Due to che long interim period since tritium and volatile hazardous

constituents have been released, their continued presence on the surface i~

highly unlikely. However, heavy metals, radionuclides, or persistent

chemicals may exist on surface soils, tuffs, or exposed rubble. Over time,

erosion may expose current subsurface soils and t.uff to the surface via

either ~chanism mentioned above.

Local FOpulatiomm. Most TA-I area residents, comprised generally of

elderly or young familieg with small children, have access to open grass

areas in the form of yards or conznon recreational areas. The population

group in the TA-I mesa top area that is most likely to be exposed is a

family who may garden on their land. Current residential and contnercial

land use is expected to continue and presents the most important land use

scenario of concern for possible human exposure to radioactive and toxic

materials potentially present in existing TA-1 mesa top SWMUY.

Future land use must also be considered. A scenario of increased

construction and habitation of residences, perhaps having larger yard and

garden areas, may be possible. It is highly improbable that residents will

ever raise their own livestock. Another population of concern for exposure

at the site is construction site workers. Such workers would be in the TA-1

area for eight hours a day, for several months at a time, and may be exposed

dernnally to soils that are at present both surface and subsurface and to

dust raised during construction activities.

The canyon wall portion of TA-1 is owned by DOE and is fenced at the

msa rim to deter access. However, access to the canyon walls i$ not

prevented from below and the area is used by an 0CCi3SLOnal hiker through the

canyon . If the car.yon wall should ever be released to the townsite,

recreational users would be expected to increase. More importantly,

children from mesa top residences would have free access to the canyon wall

area and frequent playing among the boulders and soilg would be expected.



EXPOSURXSCENARIOS

In estimating human health risk from the TA-1 area SNt4Us, a conceptual

gite model has been developed. The conceptual model identifies the scenario

for estimating exposure to an individual maximally exposed at the site. The

conceptual model for contaminant release and transport and potential routes

of exposure is presented in Figure 2. Pathway descriptions include primary

release mechanisms, environmental transport processes, and resulting

contaminated media for each pathway for both the mesa top and canyon wall

areas of TA-1.

The resident who gardens and produces fruits and vegetables for some

portion of his or her diet is expected to receive the highest predicted

iifetime dose from any contaminants present on the mesa top. The resident

who gardens is a highly probable scenario for the TP.-1 area because much of

TA-1 is currently occupied by privately-owned townhouses or condominiums

and, although land available for ~ardening is quite mall at present, it is

conceivable that in the future some of the msa top might be used for larger

family units. An exposure unit of 5,000 sq. ft. has been chosen to define

the area that a family-garden scenari~ nould use (9).

Cmtaminant exposure pathways to the resident who gardens are 1)

inhalation of contaminated dust; 2) ingestion of fruits or vegetables grown

in contaminated soils; 3) direct dermal contact with contaminated soils and

debris; 4) external exposure to radiation; and 5) ingestion of contaminated

soil by a child, or accidental ingestion by an adult. Nonviable pathways

include routine ingestion of drinking water drawn from on-site sources,

ingestion of either meat or milk from livestock raisrd on-site, and

ingestion of aquatic foods rais~d in an on-site pond.

The canyon wall is inaccessible for human habitation and is likely to

be used for recreational activities in the future, if not presently. The

maximally exposed individual 10K the TA-1 canyon wall has been identified as

the child who plays on the hillside. This scenario can be termed a

“recreational” scenario, with emphasis on a child. An exposure unit of 1

acre ia a likely area in which a child might roam. An important factor in

calculating risk ‘Jiaa recreational scenario will be the relatively small



amount of on-site time spent at the activity. Pathways for exposure include

1) direct demna: contact with contaminated soils and debris; 2) inhalation

of re-entrained dusts; 3) external e~posure t~ radiation; and 4) ingestion

of contaminated soils. Exposure through consumption of vegetables, meat,

milk, or drinking water are nonviable pathways in the recreational scenario.

For TA-1, many of the site-specific parameters needed to calculate exposure

on the canyon walls are unknown at this time. Therefore, the risk

as~essment for the recreational scenario on the ca~ycn walls of TA-1 will

not be developed further until proposed sampli?,g results are determined.

PRELIMINARY -IOLOGICAL RISK ASSESS- FOR TA-1

Because our first priority is to determine risk for current residents

of the Los Alamos TownSite area, and because baseline risk analysis will uae

soil sampling data from the 1974-1976 site decontamination and

decoxmnissioning, preliminary risk assessment procedures will focu~ on the

mesa top exposure scenario. Further, the risk calculated will be risk due

only to residual radioactivity. Risk due to hazardous chemical constituents

that may be present in TA-1 SW?4USwill be calculated after results from soil

SamPlea indicate the presence of chemicals of concern.

The Department of Energy (DOE Order 5400.5) has approved the use of a

~tandardized computer code, developed by Argonne National Laboratory (10),

to calculate dose, as Cofmnitted Effective Dose Equivalents (CEDE), to a

maximally exposed population group. The code, Residual Radioactive

Materials (RESRAD), applies gite-specific parameters for each effective

pathhay in a chosen exposure scenario. For TA-1, the choice of the family-

garden scenario leads to ac~ivation or deactivation of pathwaya IIiscussed

above . The RESRAD code requireg input of parameter, some tiite-specific, to

assess relative importance of exposure pathways for the family-garden

scenario. Many parameters --inhalation, dietary and nondietary pathways, and

soil ingestion parameters --are DOE reconunended default values based on the

reconunendations of the International Conunission on Radiological Protec. on

(11). TA-1 site-specific climatic values, such as precipitation,

irrigation, runoff coefficient, wind ~peed, and er~sion rate are used.



Hydrologic paranmters for TA-1’a thzw qeologLe strata--the contaminated,

saturated, and unsaturated zones--are also site specific. The ground water

pathway is not a viable route of ezposu:e for TA-1. Cl*tic and hydrologic

parroters peripherally ●ffect other pathways, such ●s uptake of radioactive

contaminants by root syst-.

Once site-epecific paraamters are *ntered in the RESRAD c-, the

progran cqutes ● dose (CEDE) in mram/yr from 8 known concentration of a

Singl radioisotope, or a cambinstion of radionuclides. Radi5nJclide

concentrations can be entered as soil concentration (in PCi/gr.),

concentration i.1water (in pCi/1), or both. For TA-1, single radionuclide

concentrations are esthated from soil sampling data collected in 1976. In

computing the total dose (CEDE) to a maximally ezpmed individual, RESRAD

considers the radionuclide decay products’ contribution.

The 1974-1976 decontamination ●nd dacousnisaiorllngactivities ●t TA-1

mainly focuseti on remoral of radionuclide cc5tamination. Most SNWS have

data for gross alpha ●nd beta levels, houeve~, quantitative Lsotopic

concentrations are restricted to select sitas. Based on historic

documentation of TA-1 waste practices, research activities, and operational

procedures, each of the SW1l.Jaggregates can be ●ssociated with ● discrete

radioactive contaminant and the qrnss ●lpha concencr~tions can be assumed to

have resulted from tnat radionuclide.



samples having detectable levels of alpha radiation (above the 20 pCi/gr.

-ietect ion lhit) . In or&r to compute mean gross alpha levels for each

area, data points below the limit of detection were ascribed a value of 10

pCi/gr., or one hall the detection limit.

In an attanpt to determine any effect the shape and size of an

exposure unit might have on contaminant concentration within a sampling act,

different exposure units uere characterized statistically. Sampling &ta

mans for exposure un:

of 5,000 and 3,000 sq

For the 5,000 sq. ft.

the smallest man and

ts shaped as squares, rectangles, wedges, and circles

ft. were ccmpared and their distributions plotted.

exposure unit, circularly-~hapd ● reas generally had

variance of the man and were normally distriouced.

Exposure units of 5,000 sq. f:. will be used to calculate aose (CEDE) on the

mesa top and 5,000 sq. ft. circles i~avebeen used ta calculate mean~. As an

●xample, Table 1 shows the mean gross alpha value calculated for each

sampling data set, grouped by SblMLl●ggregate. In the :a~e of the Ce,ltral

area of the D building in the D Building aggregate, many soil Samplea were

takan over an area LaLqer than 5,000 sq. ft. We have reported the overall

mean nf the area, 22.7 pCi,’gr., and che range of 29 randomly-deternuned

5,000 Sq. ft. circular areas. The low value of the ranqe, 11.9 pCi/qr.,

indicates a random circl~ that encompaa~ed only 4 of 54 data poLnts ,abov,?

the de:ection Limit; the t.igh value of the ranqe, 20.4 pCi/qr., had 26 ,:t 57

soi~ samples above 2U pCL/qr. qross alpha.

The RESRAD code has bqen used to calculate total dose (CEDE, in

mrem/yr) for each set .~f TA-1 samplj.,q means and the rtsults are pre~ented

in Table L. For ea:h 5WMU araa, the qro~s alpha data are ●ntirsly appLied

az ~~~pu or as ~~~if (both a~phd emitr.+es~, depenrlinq up~)n the principai

ra~L,3i.s,lr-opecent.aminanr. ~xp~cr.~d for th- SHJ aqqreqat-. An ~ssumpr.ion has

h%n made that ~.he L976 .sampLinq ,Ia?.ai~ repres~ntariv~ of residual

rallioa:t.ivir.y;n the ,;rolln,iaurfa,ye ?.~day. This assumption Ls extrrnnmly

,:3n.3qrvaP. ive hecaulq :i-an f:;; wa? brnuqh? Ln and r-he qround which was

lampLed ?.hen m~y tw ::Irren’.LybiJrl~,.1 J:ldwr C.2-2 m ,nf loi;. TherlsCore, CI,IIQ

.J4LlJ@3t.> 4 maximai ly ?xpl>lqli lnilVldlJdL WI>Uld k)q ~I_)n~~dPr~tJ~y 10Wqr lJn!br

pr-lenr lay ,:IIfilL’.Lnr,I.Th@ pr”;’rn,:? i>r,~f?rnr-d k,”f d:rt ‘.JVer Of Varl.>111

,iB?prhl 11 prrnlen>m,l lr, Flqilrm j. A h’fFl ‘h@? iv~l dosm 11’ lH mr~m?yr witt n,



cover drops one and one half orders of magnitude with 0.2 m of cover and

approaches zero with 1 m OE cover nwterial.

The projected dose (CEDE) values for tlia mesa top SN?KJareas range

betueen 7.5 to 30.3 mrem/yr. These doses result from sampling &ta means

that ranged from 10.8 to 20.7 pCi/gr. gross alpha levels. The International

Commission on Radiological Protection haa set a basic limit for the annual

radiation dose ‘o a member of the general public above background as 100

mrem/yr (13). Based on this annual limit, guidelines far residual

concentrations of radionuclides in soils can be calculated using site-

specific parameters with the RESRAD computer code. Site-specific

guidelines for the TA-I mesa top would be 09.7 pCi/gr. for 239Pu and 144.4

pCi/gr. SOr 235u. These target concentrations correspond to a carcinogenic

risk of 3.4 x LO-5 for 239Pu and a risk of 1.2 x 10-4 for 235u, based on EPA

slope factors (14, 15) . The results of UUK preliminary dose calculations

suggest that the previously decontaminated SWMJ areas on the TA-1 mesa top

will not contribute a radiation do~e of any concern to the current

residents .

SeveraL of ocr assumptions using the RESRAD code have Led to

con3er”Jative estimates of the dose. Those assumptions include 1) che soil

samples taken in 1976 represent che levels present in the soils toddy; 2)

the qrnss alpha counts are on the surface; 3) all gross alpha courlLs have

been assigned to the most probable, and worse case, radionucllde at each

site; and 4) mesa top residents ~ould be exposed through all pathways

,:hoaen, includinq a large amount of their diet taken from foodstuffs qrown

~n-3ite. Ba~ed on th~ avaiLable information, our calculations lndi.cate the

Los AIAmos yesidefl?s I area a:e a33!l:eti.Lf~ivi~.q i?.?!?e TA-. adequate

prot.f$cr.ion from residual radiation in the soils.



the mrem/yr dose calculated for 2~9pu or 235u WiIl be determined using EPA

,~u= ~actor~ for 239pu and 235U (15).

As mentioned above, risk analysi~ results presented here are based on

soil sampling data coliected in the mid-1970s. At that time, ~lthoug,i much

soil was removed from the TA-i area (more than 19,00C cubic yards),

radioncclides were the oriy contaminant for which soil samples were

analyzed. In order to ensure chat the preliminary risk assesment results

preser.ted represent true health risks to current residents of the TA-1 area,

verification sampling will be conducted. S0- sampling will be of a

confirmatory nature, that ia, radionuclide analyaes in the areas for which

soil sampling data indicate highest residual radioactivity. In addition,

many samples will oe analyzed for hazardous chemical constituents, heavy

metals and semi-volatile organics (in a simple random manner) to certify co

the extent pcssible chat the TA-1 area poses no unacceptable health ‘isk to

current, and f~ture, lnhabitanta .
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Tabls 1. TA-1 sampling points and dose estimates using RESRAD parameters
for gardening scenaiio on TA-1 mesa top.

I SWMU DBacq3tiwl
I

Nurrbw d
I

Numberd
I

Wan GROSS
-m San@es>20 I

TOTAL DOSEt
ALPHA (~ I

D Bulldlng Aggrogti.

NW ofU ~, aurtace 21 4 15.9 17.7239PU
NWdDBu~,lm 21 7 19.1 21.3

SdDBuMkq 160 50 27.2 30.3
CefWalD BukMqI 421 125 23.7 26.5

11.9 to 28.4

Balhy Brldgo Aggrogato

H-ThetaTreti 53 12 21.7 15,0 =U
H-llmttaBulkiifqArea 59 7 23.5 16,3
S Warehouse 11 3 20.9 14.5

I Sigma Bultdlng Vlclntty I

SigmaBuikwg 35 2 11.4 7.9 =U
DeltaRuikling ? 3 28,7 19.9
TU Area 27 1 11,1 7,7

Soptlc Tank 140

WaretmusaArea 59 2 10.8 7,5 2%
J-2 13uiMifwMa ~~ 2 12.6 8.7

tDose iscakubted bythe RESRADmrqwter cafe andassumeslhat,foreachaan@ing
IacaMm,grossapha levelsare*e to either2~Pu or2%
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